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A. Circle the adjective in each sentence.  

 

1. Mona got a long dress. 

2. The dinosaur has short arms. 

3. The elephant is a huge animal. 

4. The pot has a little handle. 

5. The bird has tiny eyes. 

B. Write three sentences about the giraffe. Use adjectives to tell 
about its size. 

 

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 



C. Mark the sentence that has a line under the adjective. 

 

1. O Guppy is a little fish. 

 O Guppy is a little fish. 

       O Guppy is a little fish. 

 

2. O The cat has a short tail. 

 

O The cat has a short tail. 

                    O The cat has a short tail. 

 

3. O The rabbit has long ears. 

       O The rabbit has long ears. 

 O The rabbit has long ears. 

 

4. O The fish swims in a huge bowl. 

O The fish swims in a huge bowl. 

           O The fish swims in a huge bowl. 
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A. Circle the adjective in each sentence that tells what kind. 

 

1. Dad makes spicy stew. 

2. I pour glasses of cold milk. 

3. Sweet oranges are our dessert. 

4. Mom makes cold ice cream. 

5. The bright moon shines. 

6. I help Jenin with her new sled. 

7. I like clean rooms. 

8. Dirty cats need baths. 

9. Mona wore shiny beads. 

10.  The dog has soft fur. 

11.  She eats hot chili. 

12.  Mom sings old songs. 



B. Circle and write the adjective that completes each sentence 
correctly. 
 
 
1. The ___________________ children lough. ( deep,   happy) 

2. They write poems on ____________________ paper. ( sleepy,  clean) 

3. We wash the __________________ dishes together. (dirty ,    sweet) 

4. They swim in the __________________ lake. ( juice , cool) 

5. Mom bakes __________________ bread. ( fresh , bright) 

6. My bed has _____________________sheets. (new , happy) 

7. The _________________ camera does not work. ( bright  , old ) 

8. __________________ music hurt my ears. ( wet , loud) 

9. I love __________________ weather. ( cold, old ) 

10. Mom tells __________________stories. ( funny, crisp) 

11. We eat the dip with ____________________ crackers. ( sad , crispy ) 


